In this paper we investigate, in the context of functional prototype-based languages, objects which might extend themselves upon receiving a message. The possibility for an object of extending its own "self", referred to by Cardelli, as a self-inflicted operation, is novel in the context of typed object-based languages. We present a sound type system for this calculus which guarantees that evaluating a welltyped expression will never yield a message-not-found runtime error. We give several examples which illustrate the increased expressive power of our system with respect to existing calculi of objects. The new type system allows also for a flexible width-subtyping, still permitting sound method override, and a limited form of object extension. The resulting calculus appears to be a good starting point for a rigorous mathematical analysis of class-based languages.
Introduction
An untyped lambda calculus extended with object primitives, together with a sound type assignment system, were introduced by Fisher, Honsell, and Mitchell [IS] , as a solid foundation for functional typed object-oriented languages. In this system, called the Lambda Calculus of Objects (Xobj), objects are untyped, and a new object may be created by modifying or extending an existing prototype.
The new object thereby inherits properties from the original one in a controlled manner. Objects can be viewed as lists of pairs (method name, method body) where the method body is (or reduces to) a lambda abstraction whose first formal parameter is always self (or this in c++, Java).
The type assignment system of XObj is set up so as to prevent the unfortunate message-not-found run-time error. Types of methods are allowed to be specialized to the type of the inheriting objects. This feature, usually referred to as "Mytype method specialization", reinterprets the symbol self in the type of the inheriting object. This high mutability of method bodies is accommodated in the type system via an implicit form of higher-order polymorphism, inspired by the the work of Wand on extensible records [25] . krnllssron to make dlglfal or hard copwzs of all or part of this work for personal or Classroom use IS granted wthout fee provided that copes are not made or distributed for proflt or commercial advan~ tWf-and that copes bear this notice and the full c~tatmn on the first page. 10 COPY otherwIse, to republish, to post on servers or to redlstrrbure to lets. requms pr,or specific perm,ss,on and/or a tee. OOPSLA '98 10198 Vancouver, B.C. 0 1998 ACM l-58113.005-8/98/0010...$5.00
The calculus XObj has spurred an intense research in type assignment systems for object calculi. Several calculi inspired by X0bj , which accommodate various extra features such as incomplete objects, subtyping, encapsulation, imperative features, have appeared in the literature in recent years (see e.g. [18, 7, 15, 5, 4, 19, 61) .
Independently, Abadi and Cardelli have introduced, with the same foundational spirit, the Object Calculus [l] . This is a calculus of typed objects and allows for a natural treatment of subtyping and hence of code reuse.
The essential differences between XObj and the Object Calculus of Abadi and Cardelli, are that objects in the latter calculus are typed and have a fixed size, while objects, in XQbj, are untyped, and can be extended, thereby changing dynamically their shape.
More specifically, XObj supports two operations which may change the shape of an object: method addition and method override. One of the most powerful features of the typing system is to allow for the typing of method bodies in objects which can modify their own self. Cardelli referred to this capability of a method of operating directly on its own self as a self-inflicted operation [12] .
Example 1.1 Consider the method set-x belonging to a point object point with an x field: point g (x = Xself.1, set-x = Xself .Xv.(self t x = Xself .v), . . . ).
When we send set-x to point with an argument 3, written as point e set-x (3), then we produce as a result a new object where the x field has been set (i.e. overridden) to 3. Notice the self-inflicted operation of object override (i.e. However, in all the type systems for lambda calculi of objects, both those derived from XObj, and those derived from the Object Calculus, the type system prevents the possibility for a method to self-inflict an extension to the host object. We feel that this is an unpleasant limitation if the message-passing paradigm is to be taken in full generality. Moreover, in XUbj, this limitation appears arbitrary, given that the operational semantics supports without difficulty self-inflicted extension methods.
There are plenty of situations, both in programming, and in real life, where it would be convenient to have objects which modify their interface upon an execution of a message. Consider for instance the following situations: in typed class-based languages we can modify the structure of the class only statically. If we need to add a new method to an instance of a class we are forced to recompile the class and to make the modification needlessly available to all the class-instances, thereby wasting memory. If a class had a self-extension method, only the instances of the class which have dynamically executed this method would allocate new memory without the need of any re-compilation. many sub-class declarations could be easily explained away if suitable self-extension methods in the parent class were available; down-casting could be smoothly implementable on objects with self-extension methods. For example, the following type expression could be made to type-check:
where add-set-co1 is a self-extension method of poiint, and equal is the name of the standard binary "equality" method;
an alternative principled explanation of the SmallTalk-80 class methods addinstancevariable and addclassvariable could be given naturally using self-extension; the process of learning could be easily modeled using an object which can react to the "teacher's message" by extending its capability of performing, in the future, a new task in response to a new request from the environment (an old dog could appear to learn new tricks if in his youth he had been taught a "self-extension" trick); the process of "vaccination" against the virus X can be viewed as the act of extending the capability of the immune system of producing, in the future, a new kind of "K-antibodies" upon receiving the message that an X-infection is in progress;
The objective of this paper is that of introducing XObj+, a lambda calculus of objects in the style of XObj, together with a type assignment system. The type assignment system allows self-inflicted object extension still catching statically the message-not-found run-time error. This system can be further extended to accommodate other "subtyping" features. By way of example we present a width-subtyping relation, that permits sound method override and a limited form of object extension.
Self-inflicted
Extension.
To enable the XObj+ calculus to perform self-inflicted extensions, two modifications of the system in [16] are necessary. The first is, in effect, a simplification of the original syntax of the language. The second is much more substantial and it involves the type discipline.
As far as the syntax of the language is concerned, we are forced to unify into a single operator, denoted by t , the two original object operators of XObj, i.e. object extension (H) and object override (t). This is due to the fact that, when iterating the execution of a self-extension method, only the first time we have a genuine object extension, the second time we have just a simple object override. then, since the field co1 is already present in col-point, the field co1 is now overridden with black.
As far as types are concerned, we add two new kinds of types, namely rem, which can be seen as the semantic counterpart of the syntactic (er fm = ez) one, and pro t.((R Q R')), which is a generalization of the original class t.R in [16] (R is a row which contains all methods and related types present in the object-type class t.R).
If the type pro t.((R a R')) is assigned to an object e, then e can respond to all the methods listed in R. The list R', sometimes referred to as the "reservation" part of the object-type, represents the methods that can be added to e either by ordinary object-extension, or by a method in R which performs a self-inflicted extension. Example 1.3 Consider an object e which is assigned the type pro t.((m : t+-n a n : int)).
Then e t= m produces the eflect of adding the field n to the interface of e, and of updating the type of e to pro t.((m : t,n : inta)).
The list of "reserved" methods in an object-type is crucial to enforce the consistency of the type assignment system. Consider for instance an object containing two methods, addn-1, and addn-2, say, each of them self-inflicting the extension of a new method n. The type assignment system has to carry enough information so as to enforce that the same type will be assigned to n whatever self-inflicted extension has been executed.
The typing system that we introduce ensures that we can always dynamically add new fresh methods for pro-types, thus leaving intact the original "philosophy" of rapid prototyping, peculiar to object calculi.
In order to model specialization of inherited methods, we use the notion of matching or type extension, originally introduced by Bruce [ll] , and later applied to the Object Calculus [l] and to XObj 131. At the price of a little more mathematical overhead, we could have used also the implicit higher-order polymorphism of [16] .
Object Subsumption.
As it is well-known, see e.g. [l, 171 , the introduction of a subsumption relation over object-types makes the type system unsound. In particular, width-subtyping clashes with object extension, and depth-subtyping clashes with object override. In fact on pro-types no subtyping is possible. In order to accommodate subtyping, we add another kind of object-type, viz. obj t.((R a R')), which behaves like prot.((R a R')) except that it can be assigned to objects that can be extended only by methods in R' . On obj-types a (covariant) widthsubtyping is permitted.
IThe pro and obj terminology is borrowed from Fisher and Mitchell [18, 191. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the calculus XObj+; we present both a "Small-Step" reduction relation and an input/output, viz "Big-Step", operational semantics. Some intuitive examples are given, in order to illustrate the idea of a self-inflicted object extension. In Section 3 we introduce the type system for XObj+. The intended meaning of the most interesting rules is discussed in detail. In Section 4 we show how our type system is compatible with a width-subtyping relation. A collection of example are presented in Section 2.2. In Section 6 we state our soundness result, namely that every closed and well-typed expression will not produce wrong results. In Section 7, we outline a possible application of our type systern to the Object Calculus, in the style of [20] . Section 8 discuss related and future work. The complete set of type assignment rules appears in the Appendix. and the anonymous referees for their useful comments on this work.
The Lambda Calculus of Objects
In this section, we present the Lambda Calculus of Objects XObj+.
The terms are defined in by the following abstract grammar:
where c is a meta-variable ranging over a set of constants, x is a meta-variable ranging over a set of variables and m is a meta-variable ranging over a set of methods names. As usual, terms that differ only in the names of bound variables are identified.
The intended meaning of the object terms is the following:
() stands for the empty object; e + m stands for the result of sending the message m to the object e; (el tm = ez) stands for extending/overriding the object el with a method m whose body is e2. The auxiliary operation SeZ(el,m,ez) searches the body of the m method within the object el, being el a prototype of e2. This function is peculiar to the operational semantics and, in practice, could be made not to be available to the programmer. This operation Sel, introduced in [al, 2, 71, provides a more direct dynamic method lookup than the bookkeeping reductions used in the original paper [16] .
As we said in the introduction, the main difference between the syntax of XObj+ and that of XObj ([lS] ) lies in the use of a single operator t , for building an object from an existing prototype. If the object el contains m, then t denotes an object override, otherwise -+ denotes an object extension.
2.1
Operational Semantics
In this section, we define the evaluation of the terms of XObj+.
We present two operational semantics. The first is given in terms of reduction rules (Small-Step), while the second is an input/output relation (Big-Step). The core of the Small-Step reduction is given by the reduction rules of Figure 2 .1. The evaluation relation 1 is then taken to be the symmetric, reflexive, transitive and contextual closure of 7.
In addition to the standard (Beta) rule for lambda calculus, the main operation on objects is method invocation, whose reduction is defined by the (Select) rule. Sending a message m to an object e containing a method m reduces to Sel(e,m, e), where the arguments of Sel have the following intuitive meanings (in reverse order): l (3rd -arg) is the receiver (or recipient) of the message; 0 (2nd -arg) is the message we want to send to the receiver of the message; l (lgt-arg) is (or reduces to) a proper sub-object of the receiver of the message.
By looking at the last two rewriting rules, one may note that the Sel function "scans" the recipient of the message until it finds the definition of the method we want to use. When it finds the body of the method, it applies this body to the recipient of the message. Notice how the Sel function carries over, in its search, the original receiver of the message.
Using standard techniques in term rewriting systems we have: We define an operational semantics by means of a natural proof deduction system & la Plotkin [22] , which maps every input term (i.e. a closed term) to its output (i.e. a value). This semantics enforces a "lazy" evaluation strategy over terms. It is worth noticing that this semantics is deterministic and hence it specifies the behavior of a "possible interpreter" for XObj+.
The set of values is defined as follows: We conjecture also the following: 
Zf we send the message get-f to fly-ext, 1. the method get-f calls the method f with actual parameter the object itself augmented with the n method;
2. the f method takes as input the host object augmented with the n method, and sends to this object the message n which simply returns the integer 1.
The Type System
In this section, we will introduce the syntax of types, together with the most interesting type rules. In the sake of simplicity, we prefer to first present of the type system without the rules related with object subsumption (they will be discussed in Section 4). The complete syntax and set of rules can be found in the Appendix.
Types
The type expressions are described by the following grammar: ,mh are the methods that can be invoked; we say that these methods belong to the interface part of the object-type.
Therefore, the object-type pro t.((ml : ml . .mh : uhd)) is the counterpart of the object-type class t.((mr : ur . . .mh : uh)) of (161. l mh+l,..., mk are methods that cannot be invoked; they are reserved, i.e. they belong to the reservation part of the object-type. We can extend an object e with a new method m having type u only if it is possible to assign to e an object-type of the form pro t.((R a R',m : u)). As we remarked in the introduction, this reservation mechanism is crucial to guarantee the consistency of the type system.
The operator +-is used to add new methods to an object-type; essentially it is the "type counterpart" of the operator f .
Contexts and Judgments
The contexts have the following shape:
Our type assignment system uses judgments of the following shapes: rook, rta:T, rt-e:u, rbfl<#r, rkuaTT
The intended meaning of the first three judgments is the natural one: well-formed contexts and types, and assignment of u to an expression e. The intended meaning of the judgment I? l-u <# T is that u is the type of a possible extension of an object having type 7. As in [ll, 31 , this judgment formalizes the notion of method-specialization (or protocol-extension),
i.e. the capability to "inherit" the type of the methods of the prototype.
The judgment I' F u 5 r expresses a limited form of type-conversion which amounts to simplify occurrences of +.
A formal system, instead of simple rewriting rules, is needed since bounded type-variables can occur into the reduction.
The type rules for well-formed contexts are standard and need no comment.
3.3
Well-formed Types Rules
In the following we will indicate with M(ml : UI . . .mh : uh) theset {mr...mh}. rl--r+m:T asserts that, in order to apply +m to an object-type r, the type r needs to contain the method m.
Matching Type Rules
The most interesting rules for method-specialization are asserts that an object-type with less reserved methods can be specialized to an object-type with more reserved methods. The (Match-RedL), and (Match-RedR) rules are simple: two equivalent types can be considered as being one the specialization of the other.
The remaining rules are the usual rules for reflexivity, transitivity, and contextual closure with respect to +.
Type Reduction Rules
The type-reduction rules allow to transform an object-type in an equivalent, but syntactically simpler, type. In this subsection, we discuss the rules (Red-Over), and (Red-Ext). The (Red-Over) rule I'br<#prot.((R,m:craR')) asserts that, if in a type r the method m is already present in the interface part, then the type r+m can be simplified to 7. The type reduction judgment, instead of a single set of rewriting rules, is necessary precisely because, in this rule, the type r can be also a type variable t. asserts that an object-type r, where the method m is reserved, incremented with the method m, reduces to an objecttype where the method m is shifted to the interface part.
The remaining rules enforce the contextual closure of type 4.
Type Rules for Terms
The set of type rules for lambda terms are self-explanatory and hence they need no further justification. The (Empty) rule assigns to an empty object an empty pro-type.
The it ensures that we can dynamically add fresh methods. This rule cannot be applied when e is the variable self. In fact, as explained in Remark 3.1, the type of self can only be a type variable. This fact is crucial for the soundness of the type system. 1. when the object er has type e.g. pro t.((R,m : u a R')). In this case the method m is already present in the object er, and the body of m is overridden with a new method body; 2. when the object er has type pro t.((R a R',m : u)) (or, by a previous application of the (Pre-Extend) rule, pro t.((R a R'))). In this case the object el is extended with the (fresh) method m; 3. when r is a type variable t. In this case er can be the variable self and there is a self-inflicted extension.
The bound for t is the same as the final type for the object (er tm = ez); this guarantees that the method m specializes its type for every future extension of (er -+m = ez). The leftmost two conditions in this rule ensure that method m is in the interface part of the object er, while the other two conditions ensure that er is a prototype of ez. The (RedL) and (RedR) states a form of type conversion. if an object can be typed with u, then it can be typed also with a type r equivalent to u.
Adding Object Subsumption
In this section we propose an extension of the type assignment system for XObj+ to accommodate width-subtyping.
It is well known that adding a subsumption rule over terms, that is the rule (Subszlme) rl-e:u rt-u<#r rl-e:7 clearly increases the set of expressions which are typable in the type system. Unfortunately, this rule is unsound in the presence of object extension; in fact, we could (by subsumption) first hide a method in an object, and then add it again with a type incompatible with the previous one, see [l, 171. Therefore, in order to include subsumption rules in our type assignment system, we need to introduce another "kind" of object-types, namely obj t.((Ra R')),
The main difference between the pro-types and the objtypes consists in the fact that the (Pre-Extend) rule cannot be applied when an object has type ob j t (( Ra R')), it follows that the type obj t.((RaR')) permits extensions of an object only with respect to the method names listed in the reservation part R'. This approach to subsumption is reminiscent of the one in [18, 201. We also define a sub-kind of the kind T of types, termed Rgd, whose intended meaning is the subset of the rigid, i.e. The subset of rigid types contains the obj-types and is closed under the arrow constructor. In order to axiomatize this we introduce a new form of judgment I' I-u : Rgd.
The intuitive typing rules related with this judgment are presented in the Appendix.
The (Subsume) rule is valid only when the type in the conclusion is rigid. It is important to point out that, by so doing, we do not need to introduce another partial order on types, i.e. an ordinary subtyping relation, to deal with subsumption.
By introducing the sub-kind of rigid types, we make the matching relation compatible with subsumption, and hence we can make it play the role of the width-subtyping relation. This is in sharp contrast with the uses of matching proposed so far in literature ( [ll, 10, 31 ). Hence we can suggestively say that in our type assignment system "matching is a relation on types compatible with a limited subsumption rule".
Extra Rules for Subsumption
Extra rules for the obj-types are necessary. Most of these rules are simply a rephrasing of the rules presented so far, replacing the binder pro by the binder obj.
The most important new rules are (Type-Obj), and (Promote).
The (Type-Obj) rule r t pro t.((R 4 R')) : T t covariant in R, R' r t-obj t.((RaR')) : T asserts that subsumption is unsound for methods having t in contravariant position with respect to the arrow type constructor. Therefore, the variable t is forced to occurs only covariantly in the methods of R, and R'. Hence, binary methods are lost. This is, unfortunately, a common price to pay in order to have a fully static type system with subtyping (see [8, 13, 141) .
The "promotes" a fully-specializable pro-type into a limitedly specializable obj-type. When the methods in R' are added to the object assigned to an ob j-type, the object in question becomes jIxed, as in the Object Calculus. A possible derivation for self-ext is presented in Figure 5 . The and point and col-point of type P' and CP, respectively. By the type assignment rules we have:
Notice that the object:
would not be typable without the subsumption rules. where E 6? pro t.((x : int, copy-x : P + ta)).
The object: o e copy-x(point) + copy-x(col-point) would not be typable without the subsumption rules.
Example 5.4 (Downcasting)
The self-inflicted extension permits to perform explicit downcasting simply by method calling.
A simple example is the following: let point and a col-point be objects with equal methods (checking the values of x, and x, col, respectively) and a self-extension method add-set-co1 method, as presented in Example 1.2.
E t-point : prot.R and E k col-point : prot.R', where R and R' are, respectively ((x : int, equal : t --F bool, add-set-co1 : t+cola co1 : bool)) ((x : int, equal : t -+ bool, add-set-co1
: t, co1 : boola)).
The following judgments are derivable:
E t-col-point + equal : pro t.R' -+ boo1 E I-point + add-set-co1 : pro t.R+-co1 typp pro t.R' E t col-point -+ equal(point += add-set-col) : bool. In this section we prove the crucial property of our type system, i.e. Theorem 6.11, the subject reduction theorem. First we need a series of technical lemmata which can be proved by complex albeit standard inductive arguments. As a corollary of the Theorem 6.11, we shall derive the fundamental result of the paper: i.e. the type soundness of our typing discipline. Since every reduction step eliminates one occurrence of the operator +-, and since there are no critical pairs, it follows that: Proposition 6.1 The type-reduction l? t u t% r is ChurchRosser and Strongly Normalizing.
In the following we will first consider proof the subject reduction theorem for the plain type assignment system not containing subtyping.
In the statement of the following properties and theorems, we will denote by A either ok, or u : T, or u <# T, or u typF T, or e : u. Proof:
By structural induction on the derivation of l? t r tz u. The induction hypothesis needs to be applied only in the case of rule (Red-Inherit).
When considering the rules (Red-Over), (ii) Zf l?,x : u,r' F e : 7, and I? t-e' : CT, then r, r' t e[e'/x] : 7.
Proof:
By structural induction on the derivation of judgment r,t<#T,r' k A for point (i) or J?,x : u,r' t-e : T for point (ii). 0 The lemma follows immediately from Lemmas 6.8, and 6.7 (the second lemma is needed when 7 is in the form t-+-al..
. +-nk). 0 Lemma 6.10 Ifr t-e : 7, then I? I-7 : T.
By structural induction on the derivation of l? k e : 7, using Lemma 6.7. 0
Finally, using the above lemmata we can establish:
Zf r k e : o, and e 7 e', then I? t-e' : u. Proof: We proof that the type is preserved by each of the four reduction rules. In the case of the (Beta) rule the proof follows easily by the Substitution Lemma. In the case of the (Select) rule the proof is immediate.
In the case of the (SUCC) rule one need to consider the derivation of the judgment: I' t Sel((ei +--m = es),m, e) : o. This judgment must be derived by an application of the (Select) rule (in case followed by several application of the (Pre-Extend) and (Red) rules). We have therefore: r t-SeE((e1 Cm = es),m,e) : a[p/t], r i-(el tm = es) : 7, r t-7 <#pro t.((R,m : u a R')), I'be:p,andI'kp<#r. The judgment I' b (ei tm = es) : r must be derived by an application of the (Object) rule (in case followed by several application of the (Pre-Extend) and (Red) rules). We have therefore: r t (ei tm = es) : r'+m, I' k ei : r', r l-r'<#prot.((R" a R"' ,m : &I)), and I', t <#r'+m k es : t -+ a". It follows that r E r'+m<# r+m and from this, by transitivity of the matching relation, (Red-Ext) and (Match-Redn) rules: l? k r'+m<#prot.((R",m : o" a R"')). By the Lemma 6.9
one can derived that l?, t <# r t-o 'ge a", It follow that: l?, t <#p b es : t + o and by the Substitution Lemma we can easily conclude the proof. In the case of the (Next) rules one need to follows a similar pattern. 0 The proof of subject reduction for the type assignment system with subtyping follows a similar pattern. All the auxiliary lemmata are valid in the type assignment system with subtyping, and the respective proofs can be straightforwardly extended. Moreover we have: In proving the Subject Reduction Theorem, one need to consider the case where, in the derivation of the typing judgment, there are applications of the (Subszlme) rule. In this case it is sufficient to observe that after the application of a (Subsume) rule no further application of the (Pre-Extend) rule is possible. We conclude this section by showing the type soundness theorem; this will guarantee that every closed and well typed expression will not produce the message-not-found runtime error. This error arises whenever we search a message m into an expression that does not reduce to an object which has the method m in its interface. In [20] we are presented with a first-order extension of the Object Calculus of Abadi and Cardelli ([l] ) that supports method extension in presence of object subsumption. We conjecture that, with a little effort, the type system of XObj+ could be adapted to the extended Object Calculus, of course taking into account that objects are set of pairs instead of lists in X%j+.
In order to adapt the type system of XUbj+ to the extended Object Calculus we need to: Several calculi proposed in literature combine object extension with objects subsumption ([24, 18, 20, 4, 231) . In [24] , it is presented a calculus where it is possible to first subsume (forget) an object component, and then readd it again with a type which may be incompatible with the forgotten one. In order to guarantee the soundness of the type system, method dictionaries are used inside objects, which link correctly method names and method bodies.
Approaches to subsumption similar to the one presented in this work can be found in [18, 20, 4, 231, In [20] , an extension of the Object Calculus is presented. Roughly speaking we can say that pro-types and obj-types in this article correspond to "diamond-types" and "saturated-types" in [20] . Similar ideas can be found in [23] , although the type system there presented permits also a form of self-inflicted extension. However, in that type system, a method m performing a self-inflicted extension needs to return a rigid object whose Another type system for the Lambda Calculus of Objects is presented in [4] . This type system uses a refined notion of subtyping that allows to type also binary methods.
Interesting directions for our future work are the following. The type system of XObj+ is not decidable. This problem can be solved by developing an "explicitly typed" version of XUbj+. In view of practical applications, it is also crucial to investigate the introduction of imperative features in our calculus. Finally we would like to find an equational theory dealing with the objects of XObj+, and to study possible representation of our typing discipline in the framework theory of F"<: (see [9] ). 
